
Synergy
Integrating Performance and the Fine Arts



Abstract

Music has proven to be beneficial to students, both academically and socially, as has 
general arts education. Over the years, the arts have proven to take giant strides when the 
artists are a part of an environment that encourages collaboration within and between 
artistic disciplines and social backgrounds. This design strives to create a contemporary and 
sustainable environment that encourages an enjoyable, collaborative, and educational 
experience for performance and fine arts students of various backgrounds and nationalities. 
This includes designing a performance and fine arts educational facility as well as revamping 
current lodging for campers and staff at the International Music Camp along the United 
States-Canada border. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating this environment involves understanding the core of the arts, both culturally and aesthetically. One can say that from the knapping of stones came variations of the savored, of tone, and of order – and with these varying preferences of varying peoples. Although vastly different, the core is the same, though primarily forgotten in our world. All are bound together in the realm of proportion and harmonious order. The design uses these proportions to create a space for the arts’ variations to exist in and around their similar core and for the people to do the same. 



Project Emphasis

Year-round use and 
expansion of what is a 

traditionally a summer camp 
(used three months out of the 

year)

Education of all ages in both 
performing and fine arts

Forge future connections 
between nations and 

interests in the arts



Quick things about me

´ Minor in Music
´ Ensembles:

´ Marching Band

´ Pep Band

´ University Band

´ Saxophone quartet/quintet

´ Saxophone Choir

´ Lab Jazz

´ Jazz Ensemble

´ Wind Symphony

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before getting into researchI do have a minor in musicDid every ensemble (except jazz combo) available for saxophoneSection leader of marching band 3 yearsMember of a band service sorority-Playing half my life-been drawing ever since could hold a pencilBeen reading ever since I couldThese are three of the art forms I focused on in my project- Ive noticed the connections but it wasn’t until studying architecture and music simultaneously that I realized these things



Background of the Arts



History

´ Bipedalism

´ Acheulean Biface

´ Writing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bipedsense of rhythm grew out of our experience walking on two feet. Steps created a better sense of timekeeping, hands were free to make tools and instruments and the independence of the torso would have also enabled dancing, an integral part of music. In fact, there are neural links between auditory and motor systems that are almost completely unique to humans -- the link is present in some songbirds and marine mammals like whales and dolphins. Whether or not these links are the same ones discussed in earlier reviews is unknown. Spitzer argues throughout the book that somewhere along the line, we rejected “animal music”, which will be described in a bit.The Achulean hand axe is frequently brought up in the art (as in visual art) world as the origin of making something for no purpose other than to display. The development of these axes required that there be leisure and the skill required to make one. This has been discussed as beneficial for the sexual selection process, as well as the stones just being nice to look at. Spitzer expands on this theory and adds that the knapping, the physical act of hammering away the edges, would have created a rhythmic experience via movement and the sound of rock hitting rock. Therefore music, art, and rhythmic movement could have all started here, as a result of, and resulting in, leisure and skill.Over our years on this planet, both as a species and as individuals, we as humans separate what is intrinsically knitted together, especially in the western world.  Much of this is due to language and the development of writing systems, including musical notation.



Effects of the Arts

Music
Long-term

Improves problem-solving 
abilities

Visual Arts
Short-term

Improves cultural 
understanding and memory

Kinesthetic Arts
Short and Long-term
Improves emotional 

awareness and overall 
performance in other fields 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A very interesting point he demonstrates is that the United States is well behind other developed countries, specifically Asian countries. Taiwan, Singapore, and Japan are all, at the point of time of this book’s writing, the top countries in the world for math and science scores. The most significant difference between education in these countries and the United States is that music is required and considered a major discipline, not just an auxiliary elective. These countries train their students in strong musical traditions from grades 1-9.visual arts enhances aesthetic capabilities, such as more reflective thinking, better continuity between subjects and higher expectations for quality of work. Studies using different forms of visual art and exposure to those of other cultures demonstrate these thoughts. He lists studies that show students are more focused on tasks at hand and even ones that show that participation in visual arts increases vocabulary and writing skills. Part of this is due to the effects of color on memory, as studies have shown that colors, specifically realistic colors, are beneficial for recall, which in turn could assist in remembering grammatical structures, new words, etc. In this section, he also argues that artistic ability has nothing to do with standard intelligence,Incorporation of these elements into standard curriculum shows immense increaseAll improve writing, reading, and math skills



Synesthesia - Arts 
and the Brain 

Color

Language

Taste

Music

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Those with this condition can experience sound as color, shapes as taste, or any other combination of the senses. There are many different types, however, most center around color.It is important to note that all of the experiences of synesthetes are unique -- not everyone sees the same note or letter as the same color or shapes with the same tastes, therefore there cannot be any standard color for any of these variables and will remain subjective to the design. There was much more discussed in this book, but the most important aspect is that everything is connected, in fact synesthesia is hypothesised to exist because of a genetic predisposition to excess connections in the brain. These connections create a more memorable, and Cytowic would argue, meaningful life experience for those with the condition. Creating a memorable and meaningful space is the goal of this project, as well as integrating all of these different senses involved in experiencing both life and the arts to their fullest. Knowledge of the synesthetic condition will definitely assist in the development of this project, especially considering that our senses start out tied, much like the arts.“Synesthesia is actually a normal brain function in every one of us, but its workings reach consciousness in only a handful.” - The Man who Tasted Shapes



Cultural Correlations

•Greeks – sharp/heavy
•Bali & Java – small/large
•Kisedje of Brazil – young/old

Pitch

•Kaluli of Papua New Guinea - waterfalls
•Aboriginals –topography

Contour

•West - arrow
•Greece & India - cycle
•Asia – fractured continuum

Time



Cultural Diversions

Middle East India China West
Ornamentation Emotion Timbre Structure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Access and the portability of music after written notation is the biggest factor in how the West diverged from the rest of the world, where traditions were passed down via apprenticeship.



Ratios

´ Octave 2:1
´ Fifth 3:2
´ Fourth 4:3
´ Major third 5:4

´ Minor third 5:6
´ Minor seventh 

5:9
´ Major second 8:9

´ Major seventh 
8:15

´ Minor second 
15:16

´ Unison 1:1

´ Tritone 32:45

´ 7 notes to a scale

´ 12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PythagorasPlanets also make sounds, with the farthest away being percussionShakespeare’s sonnets, it’s why bohemian rhapsody is so great, renaisaance arch follows same principlesThese ratios are present in the planetary system as well as the microscopicMagnesium and nitrogen, necessary for chlorophyll, are anatomic numbers 12 and 7 respectively. DNA follows the divisions of octave, fifth, fourth, and major second.



Vitruvian Man Color Wheel John Coltrane’s Circle of 
Fifths

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dance begins with circles, even among animalsEllipses not unheard of- Coltrane Giant steps



Site

´ Location: International Music Camp Summer School of Fine Arts,  
International Peace Garden, U.S.-Canada Border

´ Nearest Town

´ Dunseith, ND

´ Population

´ 692 

´ Region

´ Turtle Mountains of North Dakota and Manitoba

´ Description

´ The International Music Camp (IMC) was chosen as a site 
due to the programs already in place. It incorporates all 
ages, all nationalities, and many forms of art, making it an 
ideal environment for interdisciplinary artistic collaboration.  
The Peace Garden promotes similar thoughts, encouraging 
the intermingling of people and ideas. Having the site 
embodying all these ideas was the main basis for the 
selection, .

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Positives:Site has a positive local and international reputation for arts education programsFacilities already in placeLoyal investors, staff, and studentsBeautiful environmentNegatives: Site is remote and therefore certain demographics may not have easy accessBorder crossings upon entry and exit







Current Structures
Bert Hall Fine Arts Center Rehearsal Hall Burdick Center



Design Solution



Site



Auditorium Grid 
System



Floor Plan

´ Student Dorms

´ Studio/Gallery & Practice 
Rooms

´ Mikinaak Hall

´ Rehearsal/Classroom

´ Indoor/Outdoor 
Rehearsal/Classroom

´ Staff Lodging



Turtle Mountain



Structure Ideation
Keystone/Compression Ring



Existing 
Structure



Karbandi



Structure Ideation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
8 total iterations



Final Structure



Elevations
North East

South West



Auditorium Section



North-South Section



East-West Section



Acoustic Analysis

Reflectogram Deitch Echo Curves



Acoustic Reflections


null

129.10193





Renderings









Thank you

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My goal with this project was to create a space for artists of all sorts to come together and grow in their fields as well as together as people, like my educational experience here.Appreciate what the other has to offer
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